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Abstract— With power a major limiting factor in the design of
scalable interconnected systems, power-aware networks will become
inherent components of single-chip and multi-chip systems. As communication links consume significant power regardless of utilization, we
propose and investigate power-aware networks whose links are turned
on and off in response to bursts and dips in traffic. We explore the design
space of such on/off networks, outlining a 5-step design methodology
along with solutions at each step that can form the building blocks of
numerous designs. Two specific designs targeting links with substantially
different on/off times are then presented and evaluated. Our simulations
show that up to 54.4% power savings can be achieved along with at
most 7.5% increase in latency.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Interconnection network fabrics have lately been used in a
wide range of communication systems – multiprocessor servers
[1], terabit Internet routers [2], clusters [3], server blades [4],
and multiprocessor systems-on-a-chip [5] [6]. In pursuit for wider
bandwidth and higher communication efficiency, traditional buses
are being replaced by network fabrics as the principal interconnect
that incorporate high speed router cores and communication links
with data rates on the order of several Gb/s to match bandwidth requirements. With the tight power constraints faced by these systems,
and interconnection networks dissipating a significant portion of
total system power (  in the MIT Raw CMP [7],  in the Avici
Internet router [2], and  in the Alpha 21364 microprocessor [1]),
it is now timely to explore power-aware networks.
In board-to-board and multi-chip networks, links are already
consuming substantial power. They take up   of the power budget
of the IBM 8-port 12X switch (each of the eight ports interfaces
12 2.5Gbps links that dissipate 2.5W each, with the entire switch
consuming 31W on average) [4]. In addition, these links dissipate
substantial power even when no data is being transmitted (averagecase power of the IBM InfiniBand 12X link is almost identical to
its worst-case power). In on-chip networks, several new link architectures are recently proposed for global wires, replacing full-swing
repeatered wires [8] [9]. Due to features such as differential and
pulsed current-mode signalling, these links have power profiles that
are similarly invariant to utilization. As a result, slowing network
traffic has the interesting contrary effect of actually increasing power
since a link consumes the same power when idle. It is thus apparent
that power-aware networks that turn links on/off in response to
varying utilization can harvest considerable power savings.
This paper explores the design space for on/off networks and
proposes a 5-step design methodology for such networks. At each
step, we propose building blocks that can be assembled to form
numerous power-aware on/off network designs. Two specific designs
that address different tradeoffs of latency vs. power savings are then
described and evaluated. With faster on/off links where it takes
1,000 cycles to turn off a link and another 1,000 cycles to turn
it back on, we show that up to   link power reduction with
SPEC2000 and MediaBench [10] applications running on a networkon-chip can be achieved. These are accompanied with minimal
impact on performance, ranging from   to   increase in
latency. Even with the large 10,000 cycle on/off delays of today’s
box-to-box and board-to-board links [11], our design enables up
to a substantial   link power savings with no degradation in
network throughput. Network latency is increased by 4-5 cycles on

Fig. 1.
Histogram of link inactivity periods of the ammp trace
benchmark from the TRIPS CMP over  cycles of simulation time.

average, a delay that can be readily hidden by the network interface
delay that spans hundreds of cycles [12], such as that in cluster
interconnects like InfiniBand. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work that explores the design space of power-aware on/off
networks.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II motivates
the potential of on/off networks, exploring diverse network traffic
behavior assuming oracle knowledge. Following, Section III explores the design space of on/off networks and presents our 5step design methodology. Section IV describes a number of designs
while Section V presents the evaluation results. Finally, Section VI
discusses prior related research and Section VII wraps up the paper.
II. M OTIVATION
A. Inactivity Periods
Communication data traversing an interconnection network exhibits high variance both spatially and temporally, giving rise to
inactivity or “dead” periods at various links in the network. An
inactivity period starts from when the last flit1 departs till the instant
when a new flit starts using the same link.
Fig. 1 shows the histogram of the inactivity periods of the ammp
traffic trace benchmark running on a 5  5 on-chip inter-ALU
network of the Austin TRIPS CMP [6] over  cycles across
all links. It affirms the presence of high variance in network traffic
– we see inactivity periods from a cycle to as long as  cycles.
B. Potential Benefits
To motivate the potential of our approach, we simulate an “oracle”
predictor that has perfect information about current and future
network traffic. It precisely puts a link to sleep when it knows that it
will not be used for a period longer than twice the on/off link delay.
The predictor wakes up the link just-in-time enabling link power
savings without any performance impact. We run simulations with
our oracle predictor using real traffic traces from the SPEC2000
and MediaBench [10] benchmarks running on the TRIPS CMP and
using synthetic self-similar traces on an  torus. Section V-A
provides a description of the simulation environment. Fig. 2 shows
the ideal fraction of time during which all links in the network
can turn off without impacting performance for the TRIPS trace
1 Flit

stands for flow control unit, a fixed-size segment of a packet.
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benchmarks. Note that as the link on/off transition delay increases,
the opportunities to turn links off drop.
With shorter link on/off transition delays the opportunities to turn
links off with our “oracle” predictor exceed the potential of 
for all traffic trace benchmarks shown here. Note that the oracle
predictor is not necessarily an upper bound on the achievable power
savings. Rather, the percentage values shown here are subject to the
constraint that we only turn a link off when we are subject to zero
performance degradation. If we turn a link off while “violating” the
twice the on/off link delay rule explained earlier, we may further
reduce link power consumption at the expense of traffic delays.
Fig. 3 shows the ideal fraction of time during which links in the
network can turn off without impacting performance for a synthetic
self-similar traffic model with 10, 25, 50 and 100 concurrent tasks
that is reflective of traffic in clusters (See Section V-B.2 for a
description of the model). This traffic exhibits substantially less
temporal variance than that of the TRIPS CMP traces, therefore
the inactivity periods are sparser and shorter with narrower power
savings opportunities. Also, as the number of concurrent tasks
increases, the variance in network traffic is reduced, leading to lower
potential link power savings.
III. D ESIGN -S PACE E XPLORATION OF P OWER -AWARE O N /O FF
N ETWORKS
In the design of an on/off network, a designer is faced with
five key decisions in the face of tight power constraints as well
as performance targets:
 Which links to turn off?
 How to route packets when links are off?
 When to put a link to sleep?
 When to wake up a link?
 How to implement on/off within a router pipeline?
Here, we propose a 5-step methodology that guides designers
through these respective decisions. At each step, we will illustrate
our methodology through the proposal of specific design components. Designers can then pick and choose components at each step
to form an on/off network design. Fig. 4 summarizes the design
space we uncover for on/off networks.
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A. Which Links to Turn Off?
A network topology with all links on is a fully connected graph.
We propose an on/off connectivity graph – one that classifies the
fully connected graph into two sets – ever-on links (that must
remain always on) and on/off link candidates (links that can be
turned on/off). The on/off connectivity graph must guarantee full
network connectivity through its ever-on links, i.e. each node can
communicate with any other node in the network even when all
on/off link candidates are shut down, so that no network partitions
are created.
Fundamentally, ever-on links act as escape paths that can be used
to reroute packets when on/off link candidates are shut down, and
also conceal delays when traffic levels require the reactivation of an
inactive on/off link candidate by providing alternative routes.
1) Alternating Row-Column Graph: This on/off connectivity
graph constrains the two on/off link candidates to be on different
dimensions at every router. This ensures alternating rows and
columns of on/off link candidates and ever-on links in the and
dimensions respectively. Fig. 5 depicts an alternating row-column
connectivity graph for tori. For meshes, all links along the perimeter
of the network are designated ever-on for deadlock freedom [13].
2) Staircase Graph: The staircase graph constrains the two
on/off link candidates to be on the same dimension at every router,
either both along
or along . This gives rise to a staircase of
on/off link candidates and ever-on links; an upwards staircase and an
immediate downwards staircase structure across the entire network.
Fig. 6 shows a torus staircase connectivity graph. The same graph
applies to meshes, minus wraparound links along the borders.
3) On-demand Graph: With links that can be turned on/off
rapidly, disconnectivity is no longer a crippling concern – since
links can respond quickly to abrupt changes in traffic utilization,
promptly waking up on demand. An on-demand connectivity graph
where all links are on/off link candidates becomes feasible.
4) Discussion: Essentially, the on/off connectivity graph dictates
the maximum potential power-performance of an on/off network.
For instance, the alternating and staircase connectivity graphs limit
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 torus connectivity graph incorporating a minimum spanning
tree with ever-on links depicted as bold solid lines.

Fig. 7.

the number of on/off link candidates per router to two. Hence,
maximum potential network link power savings is  . Sparser
on/off connectivity graphs with fewer ever-on links will lead to
higher potential power savings; a connectivity graph can be built in
the form of a minimum spanning tree as shown
in Fig. 7. However
such a graph, with a worst case hop count of 
(when all on/off
link candidates are off), can degrade performance
substantially. With

an on-demand connectivity graph, a  network link power
savings can potentially be attained since all links can be off.
TABLE I

W ORST CASE HOP COUNTS IN A 
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Table I shows their worst-case hop counts. The proposed staircase
and alternating row-column graphs not only provide better worstcase hop counts, thus improving performance, but also guarantee
packet delivery. The intuition behind these graphs is that when
a packet misroutes due to an off link along its minimal path2 ,
it will only be one hop away from that minimal path. Hence,
considering just the incoming port of a packet, each router has
sufficient knowledge to quickly steer the packet back to the minimal
route. Our proposed on-demand graph, however, does not guarantee
absolute worst case hop counts as any link can potentially turn
off, allowing network connectivity to take any non-deterministic
form. Thus the worst-case hop count can theoretically be infinite.
Therefore, this graph should only be applied with relatively fast
on/off links, so quick re-connections among adjacent routers can
be established allowing packets to route to their destinations in a
2 A minimal path is a path with the shortest number of hops between the
source and destination.

prompt fashion (when governed by a fully adaptive deadlock-free
routing function). In the next sections we will elaborate on such a
design.
B. How to Route Packets when Links are Off?
After defining the on/off connectivity graph, the designer needs to
derive a deadlock-free on/off routing protocol - a protocol that has
to deliver packets irrespective of the state of on/off link candidates
during network operation.
While a trivial deadlock-free protocol can strictly use ever-on
links, that will hurt network performance severely. An on/off routing
protocol needs to be able to leverage the bandwidth of on/off link
candidates when they are active, steer traffic away from them when
they are shut down, while always guaranteeing deadlock freedom.
Here, we derive routing algorithms matched to each of the three
connectivity graphs.
1) Alternating Row-Column – West-Last East-Last Routing:
West-last (east-last) routing, as the name suggests, restricts routes
so turns from the west direction (east) are disallowed, as shown in
Fig. 8. While it is well-known that such protocols that are based
on the Turn Model [14] ensure deadlock freedom in meshes and
tori [15], for it to be an on/off routing protocol, it needs to be
deadlock-free with the ever-changing and limited connectivity of an
on/off network.
To ensure deadlock freedom with the alternating row-column
connectivity graph, we split the network into two virtual networks,
one governed by non-minimal west-last (WL) and the other by nonminimal east-last (EL) routing protocols. A virtual network is a
superimposed map of the entire physical network which holds a
logical state, with a virtual channel mapped onto a specific link
(holding the state of that link). In a mesh, packets that route eastwards use the WL virtual network while those that route westwards
use the EL virtual network. In a torus, packets utilize EL when
travelling anticlockwise and WL when going clockwise. Packets do
not switch between virtual networks once they are injected, thus the
entire network is deadlock-free so long as each virtual network is
deadlock-free. Intuitively, the ever-on links towards the west (east)
direction in an alternating row-column connectivity graph ensure
that the WL (EL) virtual network will not have cycles, regardless of
the state of on/off link candidates. A detailed mathematical proof of
deadlock and livelock freedom is available at [13], and omitted here
for brevity. Note that due to the symmetry of the alternating rowcolumn graph, a combination of south-last and north-last routing
protocols can also be used.
2) Staircase – Non-minimal Optimal-Y (Opt-Y) Routing: An
analysis of all possible routing scenarios of the staircase connectivity
graph, across all possible on/off link states, shows that a routing
protocol coupled to this graph must permit complete cycles while
ensuring deadlock freedom. We therefore devise a non-minimal
version of the fully-adaptive Opt-Y [16] routing function with our
proposed staircase connectivity graph for both meshes and tori
(though originally proposed in minimal form for meshes) that allows
this cyclic behavior.
With this routing function no virtual networks are needed. A
packet routes progressively towards its destination until it hits an
off link. It then misroutes for a hop; this direction can still be
progressive due to the staircase nature of the graph.
3) On-demand – Any Deadlock-Free Fully-Adaptive Routing:
In an on-demand graph, since any link and any number of links in a
router can turn off, it is apparent that for deadlock freedom, a fully

adaptive routing algorithm in which traffic can form cycles without
inducing a deadlock is needed. Any deadlock-free fully-adaptive
routing protocol, such as Opt-Y, will work.
C. When to Put a Link to Sleep?
Given an on/off connectivity graph, the sleep mechanism determines when to shut down the on/off link candidates.
Since links have on/off transition delays that exceed the typical
router pipeline delay, a naı̈ve per cycle approach where a link is put
to sleep whenever it is unused would induce severe performance
degradation. Instead, the sleep mechanism needs to base its decisions
on statistics gathered and compared against thresholds.
Statistics. Statistics can be gathered per-port, i.e. sleep decisions
are made based only on local information at each port; or per-router,
i.e., sleep decisions are made collectively based on statistics gathered
across all ports in a router.
Link utilization is the most direct per-port statistic – it tracks
the percentage of time a link is idle. This statistic tracks resource
utilization well at low to mid network traffic levels; however when
the network is congested traffic tends to get buffered in input
and output buffers and link utilization leans to zero, making it
an unsuitable metric under such a condition. Consequently per-port
buffer utilization (the buffer attached to a link) can measure network
traffic levels by indicating the number of buffer entries occupied
per unit duration of time. Lastly, per-port buffer age measures the
duration of time flits remain in associated buffers until they depart
the current link towards the next router or destination.
In an analogous manner, statistics that can be used to track
network utilization on a per-router mode are: (1) aggregate input
buffer utilization,  , the total number of occupied input
buffers, (2) aggregate output link utilization,   , the number of
cycles when output links are in use and (3) aggregate input buffer
age,  , the time flits spend waiting in input buffers:
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Another alternative is the weighted combination of statistics
so multiple resources can be considered in tandem. For instance
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It is critical to keep in mind the hardware overhead involved
in gathering statistics. For all statistics we propose, only simple
hardware counters are needed3 . The weights (uw.x 0 set equal to
3 in our experiments) of the prediction mechanism are also chosen
so a shifter (for division) can be used.
;
Thresholds. The simplest
is a single threshold y  ,
; * * threshold
!i G
so when the statistics z _
Vfe7gh falls below it, the link is put to
sleep.
Multiple thresholds can also be set, corresponding to the number
of active links, so the more links that are asleep, the harder it is to
turn further links off.
a router with
; For instance,
;
; four links will have
four thresholds y  ; Y to y  X , where y  X is used when all
four
links are on, y   { is used when 3 are on, and so on, and
y ;  Y triggers at a lower activity level than y ;   | and so on.
In addition, thresholds can be fixed at design-time, or adaptive,
to run-time traffic characteristics. Adjustable thresholds allow us
to adapt the sleep decision – when it introduces too much delay,
the threshold can be tightened. We propose exponentially backing
off the thresholds (i.e., doubling/halving the thresholds accordingly)
whenever sleep decisions introduce excess latency. This is similar to
the exponential-backoff collision-avoidance mechanism in Ethernet.
Here, aggregate buffer age statistics are gathered, smoothed and used
to predict the delay introduced by the sleep decision.
D. When to Wake Up a Link?
The decision to turn a link on can be on-demand – i.e., whenever
a flit demands that link, start reviving it right away (though it won’t
be active till after the off-to-on delay).
Alternatively, the wakeup decision can similarly be based upon
statistics and thresholds. The design space here is then similar to
that for the sleep decision and is omitted here for brevity.
E. How to Implement On/Off Within the Router Pipeline?

In incorporating on/off within the router pipeline, the designer
needs to decide if the pipeline should be frozen upon a sleep
decision, and restarted at wakeup, or if the packets currently in
the pipeline should be drained. Fig. 9 shows the router pipeline
for the two cases. Draining introduces more pipeline delays for

 the current packet flow but lowers the possibilities of deadlocks.
; * * 3i G
j@nc _ Vfe7gh  + co Vfe7g h !i G k 47p + cC  Vqeg h 3i G  + k 474 @ Freezing can cause delays for other flows as well as deadlocks as a
(4) frozen packet holds both current and downstream router resources,
Statistics Smoothing and Prediction. It is important to be able to severely limiting the resources of other packets.
distinguish between short-term variations in traffic from more stable
In a pipeline incorporating buffer drain stages, once the tail flit
trends in traffic patterns. Otherwise, network congestion may occur of the last packet departs from the input buffer, it is wise to wait till
when traffic picks up after a temporary dip, as a link that is turned the output buffer coupled to the link to be turned off is free of flits
off can not be immediately reactivated.
as well, so remnants of a packet can completely leave the current
An effective prediction mechanism is exponential weighted :baverrouter.
;=
),
age: ; It combines past (obtained during the last sampling period
3 The power consumed by counters is ignored, as similar hardware has
c _ * , and current, cor (st * , statistics, smoothing and predicting
future traffic, c t Z r * :
been shown to consume little CMOS area with negligible power [17].

IV. D ESIGN C ASE S TUDIES
The alternatives proposed and explored at each step of our 5step design methodology in Section III can be combined to form
numerous power-aware on/off network designs. Here, we present in
detail two design case studies – One targets slow on/off links that
take in the order of 10,000 cycles to turn on/off, and another focuses

 
on links that can rapidly be switched on/off, in the order of
cycles. Through the two case studies, we seek to show how our
methodology and design space helps a designer pick designs with
vastly different latency versus power savings tradeoffs.
A. Case Study I: Slow On/Off Links
The alternatives explored in this case study at each step of our
methodology are:
 Which links to turn off?
– Alternating Row-Column
– Staircase
 How
to route packets when links are off?
– WLEL
– Opt-Y
 When
to put a link to sleep?
– Statistics: Per-router combination of  and  
– Thresholds: Multiple, fixed
 When
to wake up a link?
– Statistics: Per-router combination of  and  
– Thresholds: Multiple, fixed
 How
to implement on/off within a router pipeline?
– Draining
With on/off link transitions taking in the order of 10,000 cycles,
disconnectivity and deadlocks are of prime concern. An on-demand
connectivity graph is thus not feasible, as it can lead to infinite
delays, as shown in Table I. We explore the alternating rowcolumn and staircase graphs in this case study, along with their
companion routing algorithms WLEL and OptY respectively that
ensure deadlock freedom.
For the sleep mechanism, per-port statistics are not compatible
with the selected connectivity graphs since we allow two on/off
link candidates per router, so not all of the four links in a router
can be turned off. We thus choose per-router aggregate statistics,
and settle on a combination of B( and !  of Equation 4,
with k    as B( is found to be more indicative of network
resource contention than !  .
;
multiple
thresholds
are chosen,
with y  Y   , and
; Fixed,
;
;
;
y  | = y   Y p  and so on (    ). These thresholds
were chosen as the small packet sizes assumed (5-flit packets)
lead to buffers in virtual-channel routers being fairly under-utilized.
By choosing threshold levels that are reflective of network traffic,
we can avoid false triggering and achieve good network powerperformance.
For wakeup, turning the link on each time a flit demands it is not
practical given the long on/off delay. We thus use analogous
statistics

y = _   Y  
and thresholds as in the sleep mechanism,
=   with
 . For wakeup, we
(threshold when one link= is off) and _ 
subtract an additional  _   when an extra link is off, tightening
our thresholds so that they can present more sensitive responses to
abrupt increases in traffic with fewer links available (on) to handle
this extra load.
Draining is chosen over freezing in the router pipeline implementation since the methodology outlines the severe blockage
downstream that can occur with slow on/off links.
B. Case Study II: Fast On/Off Links
The alternatives explored here are:
 Which links to turn off?
– On-demand
 How
to route packets when links are off?
– Fully-adaptive routing – OptY
 When
to put a link to sleep?
– Statistics: Per-port link utilization
– Thresholds: Multiple, adaptive (exponential backoff)



When to wake up a link?
– On-demand
 How
to implement on/off within a router pipeline?
– Freezing
With on/off links that have faster on/off responses in the order of
100s of cycles [9], the full connectivity presented in Section IV-A is
no longer a crippling concern. In this case study we design networks
for fast on/off links using an “on-demand” scheme in which inactive
links turn on when a flit demands use of them and similarly go to
sleep after a period of inactivity (the time elapsed since a link was
last traversed even by a single flit; a future flit departing from this
same link would reset that link’s inactivity count).
So, an on-demand connectivity graph along with Opt-Y; routing
is selected.
For sleep, multiple thresholds are used, with y  X 
;
 y   { and so on. These four thresholds are also adaptive,
exponentially backing off (doubling their levels) whenever aggregate
buffer age   exceeds a user-defined preset tolerance value,
and return to their original values when  B is within the
specified target. In our experiments we set this tolerance value equal
to a 9 B overshoot; Increasing this number makes the
sleep thresholds less adaptive to sudden increases in traffic levels
therefore prolonging link sleep durations, incurring greater power
savings at the expense of a higher network latency. Decreasing the
   tolerance level induces the opposite effect on achievable
power savings and network latency levels. Wakeup is on-demand
(when even a single flit demands use of an inactive link) since the
link can be turned on quickly. While the link is waking up, the
routing algorithm re-routes adaptively using Opt-Y so traffic is not
stalled throughout the wakeup time.
V. E VALUATION OF C ASE S TUDIES
A. Simulator Setup
We implemented an event-driven, flit-level interconnection network simulator with credit-based flow control extending upon a
publicly available simulator PopNet [18] that covers both designs
described in our case studies of Section IV. The simulator supports
k-ary 2-cube topologies consisting of 5-stage pipelined virtualchannel routers – (1) routing, (2) virtual channel arbitration, (3)
switch allocation, (4) switch traversal and (5) output link traversal.
We assumed 1GHz routers, each with 2 virtual channels, 40 flit
input and output buffers. Packets consist of five 32-bit flits with each
flit transported in 1 cycle over 32Gb/s links. Each router consists of
8 unidirectional channels (four incoming and four outgoing).
Each simulation is run for 10 million cycles in the off-chip
networks and for the entire trace length for the on-chip networks.
The metrics considered are latency, throughput and power consumption. Latency spans the injection of the head flit of a packet until
its tail flit is ejected from the destination router. The saturation
throughput of the network is considered to be the point where the
average latency of the packets is double the zero-load latency. Power
savings is the ratio of the aggregate power savings across all links
in the network, divided by the power consumption if all links are
operational. Router power is ignored since our approach will only
increase congestion and corresponding arbitrations, but arbitration
power has been shown to be an insignificant portion of total router
power [19].
B. Benchmarks
1) On-Chip Benchmarks: To better evaluate the effectiveness
of our proposed on/off network, we obtained network traces from
the TRIPS chip-multiprocessor [6]. The TRIPS chip-multiprocessor
consists of 4 large, coarse-grained element cores each of which is
an instantiation of the Grid Processor Architecture (GPA) containing
an ALU execution array and local L1 memory tiles interconnected
via a 5  5 network.
TRIPS network packets carry data (operands for instructions or
addresses to memory) and status information associated with them.
We assumed packets consisting of three 32-bit flits and 1GHz router

C. On/Off Link Model
The performance and efficiency of an on/off link is limited by; the
inherent on to off (and off to on) state transition delay, 0 * _  . A
longer link shutoff reduces the potential of power savings, as power
is also consumed during a transition. Longer reactivation times limit
the potential for power savings since packets need to stall longer at
a router, waiting for the link to be up.
In our experiments, we assumed a conservative link power model
– that the power consumption of a link stays constant when it is on,
since link worst-case and nominal power levels are close (the IBM
InfiniBand 12X LPE TX consumes a nominal power of 0.26W and
a worst case power of 0.3W while its RX takes up nominal 0.17W
and worst case 0.2W); that a link takes zero power when shut off;
and consumes the same power as when it is on during input and
output buffer draining and transitions from on to off (sleep) states
and vice versa (wake).
As on-chip links are able to leverage the low-skew global chip
clock as the clocking source at transmitters and receivers [8] [9],
link calibration time when transitioning from off to on states is
likely to be substantially shorter than that in board-to-board links.
Preliminary measurements by Shepard et. al. on their 8Gbps onchip serial link that uses differential, pulsed current-mode signalling
[9] exhibit the following behavior: (a) When drivers, receivers and
DLLs of the link are shut off, the link can be back in operational
state after 200 cycles, with  power savings when the link
is off; (b) When only drivers and receivers are turned off, a
rapid on/off transition delay of 2 cycles can be attained, but with
a lowered  power savings during off time since DLL and
seriailizing/deserializing flip-flops take up about  power.
We thus evaluate our Design II that is targeted for fast on/off
links with on-chip network traffic traces, while Design I is evaluated
against the synthetic self-similar traffic traces that are representative
of the traffic in blade cluster systems with slow board-to-board
on/off links.
It should be noted that model (b) enables the maximum potential
of a naı̈ve on-demand policy where a link is turned on whenever
it is going to be used, and sleeps otherwise, since router pipelines
are typically longer than 2 cycles. Its power savings of  thus
represents the best a naı̈ve on/off network can achieve, assuming
perfect oracle knowledge of traffic patterns. As will be shown later
in our case studies, our schemes can surpass those power savings,
assuming the conservative model that was also applied to our offchip experiments as described above.
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cores. Network traces were obtained from simulations of a suite of
thirteen SPEC2000 and MediaBench [10] benchmarks. The traces
are in general very bursty – large numbers of packets injected at
times, and zero packets at others, which present interesting opportunities for power optimization. The traces also exhibit high spatial
variance giving good opportunities to optimize power by rerouting
packets around inactive links without impacting throughput.
2) Off-Chip Benchmarks: We used a synthetic workload model
proposed in [17] that exhibits both high temporal and spatial variance, a reflection of real-world communication traffic. The workload
consists of a two-level self-similar or long-range dependence (LRD)
communication traffic workload. On the first level, the network
traffic consists of communication tasks that are generated at random
nodes based on the model of sphere of locality [20], with Poisson
inter-arrival times. The tasks are assumed to have an average
duration of
s. At the second level, within each task session,
packet arrivals are self-similar, generated by multiplexing ON/OFF
sources that have Pareto-distributed ON/OFF periods. Packets are 5
flits long.
Four sets of self-similar traffic with 10, 25, 50 and 100 concurrent
tasks were simulated, with workloads with fewer tasks exhibiting
greater temporal and spatial traffic level variability. We therefore
expect to see more opportunities for power optimization for workloads with a smaller number of concurrent tasks.
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D. Case Study I: Full-Connectivity Graphs for Slow On/Off Links
Fig. 10 shows the power-performance of an   mesh topology
with self-similar traffic of 100 concurrent tasks, incorporating the
staircase connectivity graph with Opt-Y routing. It shows our design
effectively adapting to varying injection rates – at low injection
rates, power savings reach the maximum of 50%, since network
utilization is low, resulting in the run-time decision mechanism
turning many links off to save power. At this range the latency
penalty is relatively higher as packets traverse longer paths to their
destinations increasing the hop count. At higher packet injection
rates, power savings with on/off links are reduced, as there exist
much fewer opportunities for turning off links. Interestingly, at 1.90
packets per cycle injection rate, our power-aware design actually
leads to an improvement in latency as it better balances traffic.
Table II gives a summary for all experiments carried out, covering
both proposed connectivity graphs, mesh and torus topologies and
different number of concurrent tasks. The average values reported
here are obtained by averaging the statistics from zero-load to just
before network saturation. The  trends are:
 Faster on/off link delays (  cycles) give rise to better power
savings and lower latency penalties.
 The
staircase connectivity graph (Opt-Y routing) gives better
performance than the corresponding metrics of the alternating
row-column connectivity graph due to lower average and worst
case hop counts as links turn on/off requiring packet rerouting.
 The staircase connectivity graph also produces higher power
savings due to the greater number of on/off link candidates in
the case of 2-ary mesh networks.
 The
50 concurrent task workloads give better power savings as
opposed to the 100 task workloads due to the better opportunities for power savings as traffic exposes greater variance to
the on/off mechanism and on/off links.
Note that the power savings are substantially greater than the nearzero theoretical results attainable with an oracle (Section II). This
power savings is not without cost though – coming at a noticeable
latency penalty due to the heavy re-routing needed with so many
links off. However, in many board-to-board systems such as blade
clusters, the network interface delay is in the order of 100s of cycles
[12], and hence easily mask the 4 to 5 additional cycles introduced
on average by the power-aware on/off network.
TABLE II

P OWER - PERFORMANCE OF OUR PROPOSED ON / OFF APPROACHES
FOR 8- ARY 2- CUBE TOPOLOGIES WITH SELF - SIMILAR TRAFFIC .
Topology # Tasks
Mesh

50

Torus

50

Mesh

100

Torus

100

Metric
Latency penalty
Power savings
Latency penalty
Power savings
Latency penalty
Power savings
Latency penalty
Power savings
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Fig. 12. Percentage increase in network latency for a 10 cycle link
on/off transition delay.

E. Case Study II: On-Demand Connectivity Graphs with Adaptive
Inactivity Thresholds
We run experiments using two different sets of thresholds as
shown in Table III for our real TRIPS on-chip network traffic traces.
Figs. 11 and 12 show the percentage total network link power
savings and the corresponding network latency penalty for a link
transition delay of 10 cycles for the TRIPS CMP running a suite of
13 benchmarks for MediaBench [10] and SPEC2000 applications.

Table IV supplies the rest of the results for 100 and   cycle
link on/off transition delays. Here, the fast on/off links enabled
substantial power savings of up to   with an insignificant
latency penalty that is kept under 7.5% even with a 1,000-cycle
on/off
link delay. Note that the power savings achieved here for the

  cycle on/off link delay are considerably greater than those
achievable by an oracle in Section II-B; As mentioned, those results
are under ideal conditions where the performance penalty incurred
is zero, while here we incur a minute increase in delay for even
greater power savings. The tighter threshold levels of set Y produce
relatively lower power savings, albeit at smaller latency penalties
too. Table V provides the overall power savings and latency increase
percentages across the entire suite of benchmarks tested.
TABLE III

S ETS OF MINIMAL ADAPTIVE BACK - OFF INACTIVITY THRESHOLDS .
Clock cycles
;
All 4 links on,
3 links on, 1 off,
2 links on, 2 off,
1 link on, 3 off,

;  Y
;   |
;     X {

Set X
1,000
4,000
16,000
64,000

Set Y
1,600
6,400
25,600
102,400

How do the various benchmarks behave? We have analyzed the
various benchmarks used here and we found that they exhibit different temporal characteristics. Benchmarks such as tomcatv have
frequent, large bursts of packets injected. In this case, opportunities
to turn off links are fewer leading to lower power savings. A slower
on/off link also causes a relatively higher latency penalty as it cannot
turn back on before the next large burst of traffic, thus causing many
packets to be re-routed. On the other extreme, benchmarks with
infrequent and small bursts of traffic such as ammp present greater
opportunities for power optimization. We see the multiple, adaptive
thresholds here effectively tracking the different characteristics of
the benchmarks, fine-tuning the on/off network effectively.

How do results here compare with those of Case Study I?
Considerably higher power savings along with a smaller impact
on latency were achieved with the on/off interconnection network
design presented in Case Study II as compared to the network design
described in Case Study I. The various reasons that explain this
observance are listed here:
 Substantially slower links of up to 2 orders of magnitude (for
self-similar traffic) were considered in case study I that are
more representative of off-chip box-to-box and chip-to-chip interconnects. Slower on/off responses translate to greater performance penalties and smaller potential for power optimizations
as power is also burned during link state transitioning.
 The
graphs of Case Study I had to overcome the challenge
of network disconnectivity in conjunction with a slow on/off
link response. This combination translates to heavier packet
rerouting than in the on-demand graph; since packets traverse
longer paths when links are off, the average latency of the
increases.
 network
Maximal power savings for the alternating row-column and
staircase graphs are limited to an average of  as each
design provides a maximum of two on/off link candidates out of
a pool of 4 links at every network router (the two other links
are ever-on links). The on-demand graph, however, does not
present this restriction as every link can potentially turn on/off
(every link is an on/off link candidate), leading to theoretical
(though unrealistic) maximal power savings of  with all
links off. As a consequence, in our experiments under Case
Study I we see power savings below the  mark, while in
Case Study II network link power savings were seen to surpass
the  line in some of the experiments.
TABLE IV

P ERCENTAGE POWER SAVINGS AND LATENCY INCREASE FOR 100
AND N  CYCLE ON / OFF LINK TRANSITION DELAYS WITH ON - CHIP
NETWORK TRACES .
On/off delay
Threshold Set
adpcm
ammp
art
compress
dct
equake
gzip
hydro2d
mcf
mgrid
mpeg2encode
parser
tomcatv

Power Savings/Latency (%)
 cycles
100 cycles
X
Y
X
Y
49.8 0.7 36.3 0.6
50.6 3.1 34.9
46.9 1.5 25
0.8
40.2 3.8 24.7
42.6 0.9 30.3 0.5
52.9 2 32.9
49.1 2.4 33.3 1.1
45.6 4.5 54.4
38.7 2.6 26.1 2.1
41.2 0.4 44.7
43.2 2.7 29.1 1.2
50.3 4.7 28.9
50.6 1.3 39.4 0.3
47.4 3 47.8
41.6 1.4 26.9
1
44.9 2.9 27.6
52 1.6 29.9 1.2
41.6 1.3 33.2
36.9 1.8 24.6 1.2
53.9 6 42.3
47.2 1.3 32.5 0.6
49.1 0.5 32.6
53 1.2 34.4 1.7
50.6 7.5 30
44.5 1.9 23.8 0.9
39.8 5.7 30.7

2.3
1.4
1.8
3.5
2.4
0.6
3.2
1.3
3
5
1.1
6.4
2.8

TABLE V

AVERAGE POWER SAVINGS AND LATENCY PENALTY FOR THE ENTIRE
CMP BENCHMARKS SUITE .
Threshold Set
10 cycle on/off delay
100 cycle on/off delay
 cycle on/off delay

Power Savings/Latency (%)
X
Y
45.1
1.4 30.5
0.8
45.9
1.6 30.1
1
46.7
3.5 35.5
2.7

VI. R ELEVANT W ORK
Power-aware networks were first proposed recently [21] [17].
Previously, designers only had the option of using lower frequency
links throughout the network slowing all network traffic across the
board, unless they had available accurate prior knowledge of the
applications running on the network. The first power-aware network
proposed explored dynamic voltage scalable (DVS) links [17] that
scale link frequency and voltage to track utilization. Thereafter,

networks with DVS-DLS (dynamic link shutdown) [22] links that
further shut down DVS links when traffic drops to very low levels
were proposed and investigated. In comparison to DVS and DVSDLS links, plain on/off links require much simpler hardware and are
already commercially available [11], albeit with 10s of thousands
of cycles on/off delays. DVS and DVS-DLS links, on the other
hand, require substantial circuits innovations to extend variablefrequency links [23] to support fast, voltage and frequency changes
while ensuring correct link operation during voltage scaling, thus
incurring higher power and area overhead. Clearly, the power
savings realizable with an on/off link is also greater as compared to
DVS links that still consume significant power while idle.
Building power-aware networks with on/off links present tougher
challenges though. The challenges of overcoming network disconnectivity and potential network deadlocks, and re-routing when links
are asleep are not faced with DVS links, since the network remains
always connected. With DVS-DLS links, network disconnectivity is
not a major problem as the researchers assumed fairly optimistic
link on/off times of 800ns and the targeted system is clusters where
sensitivity to delay is not as high, so the delay introduced by the
proposed run-time route reconfiguration approach which updates all
affected routing tables upon each on/off decision is still manageable.
Our approach bears similarities to prior work in fault-tolerant
routing protocols and theories [15] [24], steering network traffic
when network connectivity is reduced as links shut down to save
power. However, fault-tolerant approaches are reactive and merely
performance oriented – they respond to link and node failures (specific algorithms handle just a single network link failure) when they
occur, either delivering packets to their destinations or signalling
regions of failures when connectivity is not feasible. Instead, our
on/off link policy is proactive, exploiting the advance knowledge
of link on/off state that is unavailable for fault-tolerant routing
protocols, methodically steering traffic for best power-performance.
It should also be noted that fault-tolerant protocols typically target
one or a handful of faults, while in an on/off network, substantial
number of links need to be put to sleep to realize power savings.
In this paper, we target hardware power management of on/off
networks, where an up-to-date global view of the on/off network
is just not possible. An interesting avenue for future research is
software-based approaches, such as where compilers can leverage
their global view of network utilization to better power-performance
of on/off networks.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
Network power is becoming a barrier to system scalability and
needs to be critically addressed. This paper explores the design
space of power-aware on/off networks, proposing a 5-step design
methodology to guide designers through the challenges of maintaining good overall network power-performance. At each step
of our methodology, we propose several solutions that can then
be assembled in interesting ways to form the blueprint of on/off
network designs. We then describe and evaluate two specific designs
targeted to off-chip and on-chip networks with varying on/off link
delays. With on/off links already commercially available, we hope
our methodology will pave the way for the deployment of poweraware networks.
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